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The significant rise in digital threats and attacks has led to an increase in the use of cyber insurance as a risk treatment 
method intended to support organisations in the event of a breach. Insurance providers are set up to assume such residual 
risk, but they often require organisations to implement certain security controls a priori to reduce their exposure. We 
examine the assertion that cyber insurance promotes cyber security best practice by conducting a critical examination of 
cyber insurance application forms to determine how well they align with ISO 27001, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework 
and the UK’s Cyber Essentials security standards. We achieve this by mapping questions and requirements expressed in 
insurance forms to the security controls covered in each of the standards. This allows us to identify security controls and 
standards that are considered – and likely most valued – by insurers and those that are neglected. We find that while there 
is some reasonable coverage across forms, there is an underrepresentation of best practice standards and controls generally, 
and particularly in some control areas (e.g., procedural/governance controls, incident response and recovery).  

CCS CONCEPTS • Human and societal aspects of security and privacy • Security services 

Additional Keywords and Phrases: Cyber insurance, cybersecurity, information security, ISO 27001, NIST 
Cybersecurity Framework, UK Cyber Essentials, security standards and controls, insurance proposal forms  

1 INTRODUCTION 
Cyber insurance has increasingly emerged as a topic of IT and computer security practice and research, yet 
there are still many unanswered questions regarding its role, especially as it relates to its contribution to 
organisational security. A key motivator for the first cyber insurance policies was to respond to computer crime 
and support data breach notifications, with the first standalone internet-based policy issued in the 1990s. Since 
then, cyber insurance has expanded and now is viewed as a feasible – and even recommended [1] – mechanism 
to allow businesses to transfer residual cyber risk; this includes the provision of coverage for incident response, 
data breach counsel, public relations, and wider recovery. This type of insurance has featured in industry and 
policy discussions in the US [2], UK [3] and EU [4], and has recently become even more salient due to the use 
of insurance to cover ransom payments where policyholders have succumbed to a ransomware incident. These 
incidents have drawn close public attention to insurance as discussions take place regarding whether the cyber 
insurance market, through covering payments, is partially responsible for the increase in ransomware attacks 
[5, 6, 7, 8]. It should be noted that this topic is still currently heavily debated and various authors and researchers 
hold differing views. For instance, [6] asserts that the actual capacity for cyber insurance to impact the rise of 
ransomware and its broader societal consequences, whether positively or negatively, is practically restricted.  

Prior to underwriting an insurance policy, insurers will typically assess the cyber security posture of the 
applying organisation as this also influences the risk to them from entering into the policy agreement. Herath 
and Herath [9] suggests that calculating cyber risk exposure is quite complex and involves several factors 
including calculations of attack likelihoods and impact costs based on historical data. The problem with this 
approach, however, is that vast amounts of historical data are often not readily available and may not be 
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available soon due to the rapidly changing landscape of cyber-attacks. As such, insurers often rely on 
information that is gathered through other touch points, particularly cyber insurance application forms (also 
known as cyber insurance proposal, or ‘prop’, forms), in the first instance.  

Cyber insurance application forms can vary by insurance carrier and broker, but in general these self-
assessment questionnaires typically request information including the size and sector of the organisation 
requesting an insurance policy, its nature of business, any personal data held, and its security posture (i.e., what 
security controls they possess or standards they adhere to) [10]. Depending on the business and their responses, 
insurance providers may follow-up with telephone interviews, on-site visits, automated risk assessment tools 
and audits (as now particularly popular with InsurTech firms [11]), to ascertain whether an applicant should 
be offered a policy and if so, to determine an appropriate premium. Appreciating that these follow-up options 
are resource intensive, the reality is that many insurers will rely primarily on insurance application forms – 
and the carefully selected set of questions included therein – due to the ease and reduced resource burden. This 
may especially be the case where applicants are small-to-medium-sized enterprises or businesses (SMEs/SMBs) 
and the comparatively small premiums do not justify large initial resource investment.  

An intriguing research question that arises based on the aforementioned points is how do the security controls 
that are viewed as crucial by insurers – i.e., those featuring in application forms – compare to (or align with) 
security best practice as defined by international and national standards? This article investigates this question 
and thus the wider assertion that cyber insurance currently promotes cyber security best practice in 
organisations. Although we acknowledge that standards might not consistently improve or enhance security 
and can have specific limitations depending on the context, in this article we operate under the assumption that 
standards embody best practices as intended. Subsequently, we explore how insurance forms align with these 
standards. We conduct a thorough examination of the forms used by insurance providers to assess applicant’s 
cyber posture to determine the extent to which the current assessment methods align with three well-regarded 
security standards and schemes: the ISO/IEC 27001 international security standard, the NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework (NIST CSF) and the UK’s government-backed Cyber Essentials (CE) scheme.   

Our work is inspired by, and builds on, prior research by [12] and it presents a novel contribution, in 
comparison, in several ways. First, [12] did not consider the NIST CSF, yet this standard is of great interest to 
insurers in the context of risk management [13], particularly in advanced security and insurance markets such 
as the US and UK. Second, that study excluded Clause 5; Information security policies of the ISO 27001 which 
arguably forms the core of a cybersecurity program; we seek to accommodate this in our analysis. Third, our 
research includes a comparison of application forms to the UK’s CE scheme with the intention of exploring 
how a small set of controls deemed to be the most critical (i.e., ‘essential’) to security by the UK government 
feature in insurance forms. Finally, we provide an updated analysis which is able to appreciate the significant 
changes that have occurred in the cyber insurance market and technology landscape since [12], which is based 
on data from 2008-2016. Although reviewing cyber insurance application forms is a common practice within 
the insurance industry, our research brings additional value by subjecting this practice to rigorous academic 
scrutiny against established and widely used cyber security standards. Typically, insurers do not directly 
compare competitor forms with cyber security standards but rather, tend to evaluate their own forms in relation 
to those of other insurers. By critically evaluating the alignment of insurers' requirements with cyber security 
standards, we aim to provide insights into whether insurers' cyber security control requirements reflect best 
practices in cyber security risk management as seen in the ISO/IEC 27001, NIST CSF or CE. This study extends 
beyond routine competitive analysis to make a meaningful contribution to the academic literature on cyber 
security risk management and policy formulation. While there are various other articles generally related to 
our research (e.g., [14, 15, 16, 17]) as will be discussed below, they focus on other areas and therefore 
complement our article’s contributions to the security and digital threats field. It should be noted that this 
article adopts the framework version of ISO 27001:2013, active from 2013 to 2022, with revisions in 2014 and 
2015. While we acknowledge that this version was eventually updated in October 2022, we have chosen the 
2013 version due to its historical significance, offering a nuanced exploration of the evolution of information 
security standards in insurance proposal forms over an extended period. It also enables a meaningful 
comparative analysis with existing literature [12] and covers 94% of the forms in our study since 64/68 forms 
were issued before the update. Additionally, we posit that the practical constraints faced by insurers, and the 
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temporal relevance of the standard during the studied period further support our decision to use this version. 
This approach ensures a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics shaping information security practices 
in the insurance sector. To ensure transparency, we have also included a translation of the ISO 27001:2013 to 
the updated version in Appendix B.2.  

We structure this article as follows. Section 2 provides a review of related work pertaining to cyber 
insurance. In Section 3, we present an overview of the methodology employed in this study which involves a 
systematic assessment and analysis of cyber insurance application/proposal forms. Section 4 reports the results 
of this study including the comparison of controls in the forms with controls in the three frameworks; thus, 
enabling the assessment of the alignment of insurer’s requests with these standards. The findings are discussed 
in Section 5 and reflect on our research’s aim. The work then is concluded in Section 6 and avenues for further 
research are considered. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Cyber insurance has become an increasingly popular component in risk management as it allows organisations 
to transfer residual risk to a third-party, particularly to cushion them from the adverse effects of a breach. 
Tsohou et al. [18] identify the challenges for organisations that are pushing them to seek cyber insurance 
including supply-chain attacks, ransomware, business email compromise and funds transfer fraud. This is partly 
corroborated by [6] who conclude that the growth of ransomware has fuelled the growth of cyber insurance 
because it has provided more clarity on the costs of cyber risks as compared to prior cyber risks and 
organisations have become more aware. With all these attacks, the effectiveness of a business’ response during 
and after an incident is crucial to its sustainability and effort to maintain its reputation [19, 20].  As such, 
support by qualified services (e.g., incident response firms, crisis management teams, insurance) is crucial to 
avoid poor response. 

Deliberations on the impact of insurance on cyber security have taken place for over two decades. These 
have presented positions for and against the ability of insurance to improve security [14, 21, 22], with little 
definitive conclusion. One area of particular interest is that of security controls and the extent to which insurers 
place pressure on policyholders to improve their security practices. Although this can incentive implementation 
of controls, it is essential to carry out a Cost Benefits Analysis to carefully assess the expenses associated with 
adopting these measures against the financial advantages gained from the reduction in premiums. It is crucial 
to ensure that the cost of adopting these measures do not outweigh the financial benefit derived from the 
reduction in premiums. Franke [23] conducted interviews with security professionals to investigate the Swedish 
insurance market and found that insurers do impose security controls requirements on customers to reduce 
their exposure and build the insured’s resilience to avoid attacks and claims. A comparable finding was reached 
in [7] based on an analysis of the UK market, albeit not as conclusive. Mott et al. [6] acknowledge the fact that 
insurers are imposing higher cyber security standards upon their insureds, thereby compelling them to cultivate 
commendable cyber security practices. However, the authors argue that this hardening of the market caused 
by mandated security controls may result in a negative situation of cyber insurance unavailability and 
inaccessibility, thereby leaving numerous businesses vulnerable without essential insurance coverage [6]. In 
contrast, [24] concludes that, despite the promise of cyber insurers to enhance their insureds’ cybersecurity 
posture, the promise remains just theoretical. According to their viewpoint, this can be attributed to the concept 
of 'race to the bottom' which is a situation where there is intense competition in the market, leading insurers 
to offer lower premiums which may not necessarily contribute to improving the overall cyber hygiene. Whereas 
some insurers may take a deep dive into the applicant’s risk and security controls, many assess the security 
posture of applicants using self-assessment questionnaires called application, or proposal, forms (e.g., [44], [61], 
[62], [74]). These forms provide unique insight into the perspective of each insurer and arguably hint towards 
what security controls they view as most important to reduce cyber risk and a business’ exposure to it. A key 
reality is that each insurer’s forms can vary considerably in what risk management controls they request, 
thereby making it even more appealing to reflect on them as a whole to assess what controls they all view as 
useful (or unnecessary).  

Two noteworthy pieces of research have sought to assess the content of cyber insurance proposal forms to 
identify questions asked and areas of concentration. Woods et al. [12] was the first study to critically analyse 
cyber insurance application forms. From an assessment of 24 forms from the US and UK (covering 2008-2016), 
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they provided evidence regarding the notion that adoption of cyber insurance may promote certain cyber 
security practices. Their study compared controls requested by application forms to the ISO 27001 and the 
Centre for Internet Security Critical Security Controls (CIS CSC) information security standards. They 
concluded that insurers are more focused on controls that mitigate risks for which they bear monetary 
responsibility such as malware defense, backup, and use of encryption, and less emphasised controls like secure 
configuration and keeping an inventory of hardware and software. While this work was seminal in elucidating 
a new insurance industry related to security, there are various avenues for improvement. For instance, they did 
not include NIST CSF (one of the most pertinent security standards today), a control of ISO27001 was excluded, 
and it is unfortunately outdated given the various changes in the market – including rise in insurance 
purchasing, and adoption of new technologies [25] – since 2016. We also expand further upon the number of 
standards assessed by considering three, instead of two.  

The second study, [15], analysed 34 security-focused insurance questionnaires gathered from states in the 
US and covering a period of 2007-2017. They adopted a more inductive approach to analysis (and for instance, 
did not assess form alignment with any security control standards) and instead identified four broad sections 
from the forms’ data. These included questions centred on Organisational (e.g., data collection and handling), 
Technical (e.g., security infrastructure), Policies and Procedures, and Legal and Compliance components. These 
four categories are very similar to the structure of the new ISO/IEC 27002:2022 [78], albeit the paper being 
released in 2019. Their findings demonstrated a clear prominence of policies and procedures, followed by data 
collection and handling, information, and data management, information, and network security policy, and 
legal and compliance in applications. On the other hand, there were minimal questions targeting personnel 
hiring practices and access control. Comparing these findings to [12], who also studied the US, there is a similar 
emphasis on risk prevention mechanisms and on backup procedures, but there appear to be some differences 
in significance of legal and compliance issues. These may be linked to the regulations present in the US, and 
prominence of acts and laws such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIP-PA) and Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA). This is in line with [26] who concluded that in the context of cyber insurance, insurers 
do more than just pooling and spreading risk but can act as compliance managers for organisations dealing 
with cyber security threats. Through the analyses of insurance application forms, these articles provide insight 
into the security controls that insurers have requested of their clients and the factors that influence their 
decisions. 

The discussion about cyber insurance is increasingly relevant to the security and digital threats fields 
because insurance providers – whether intentionally or otherwise – are emerging as ways to prevent and 
respond to attacks on organisations. Their influence is driven by organisations’ need to manage residual cyber 
risk and lower the premiums paid for instance, thereby being more accepting of security requirements placed 
by insurers. 

3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research objectives 
To address the research question posed in Section 1, we define two objectives. The first is to collect a set of 
cyber insurance application forms that would be appropriate to our research problem and would be suitable for 
analysis. The second, and more prominent, objective is to examine the questions posed by cyber insurance 
providers in the collected application forms and align them to control categories in a series of well-recognised 
security standards. This will allow us to identify security controls that are most or least advocated, at least in 
the first instance, by insurers. In addition, this provides some evidence to further strengthen or negate the 
assertion that adoption of cyber insurance promotes established cyber security best practice standards. 

3.2 Form collection and selection 
To collect cyber insurance application forms, and thus address the first research objective, we rely on a series 
of online searches given the success of this approach in prior work ([12]) and proven ability to return a robust 
and diverse set of forms. We utilise Google Search considering its market dominance, and examine documents 
(.PDF, .docx) results from the terms cyber insurance application or proposal form and variations of them. The 
search is scoped to forms created between 2016 and 2023 to allow for a more up-to-date analysis of the insurance 
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industry; we also do not consider forms analysed by [12] in 2016 as this could allow us to then compare the 
works later. Consequently, the following search queries are used: “cyber insurance application form” filetype:pdf 
after:2016; cyber insurance “application form” filetype:docx after:2016; “cyber insurance” application form 
filetype:docx after:2016; and cyber insurance “application form” filetype:docx after:2016; we also executed these 
queries using ‘proposal’ instead of ‘application’ and stopped when the search no longer yielded relevant or new 
forms. These search results are then evaluated to identify all cyber insurance application forms returned to 
determine those that fit the criteria for inclusion in this analysis. The search was conducted in December 2022 
and again in March 2023. To enable this study to identify the latest trends in the market, proposal forms from 
insurers in the US, UK and Australia are selected as these countries are regarded as leaders in the market [27]. 
In addition, [28] projects the UK, US, and Australia to be the countries expected to dominate the cyber insurance 
industry in Europe, North America, and the Asian-Pacific regions respectively. It is noteworthy to highlight 
that the current article focuses exclusively on the proposal forms or questionnaires provided by insurers and 
does not include policies that have been underwritten for the insured parties. 

A total of 68 cyber insurance forms resulted from our selection process with ~43% (29/68) of them dated 
within 2020-2023. A similar percentage (42.6% (29/68)) of the forms are from insurers in the UK whereas ~38% 
(26/68) and ~19% (13/68) were from the US and Australia respectively. The full list of forms considered in this 
study is shown in Table 1, but examples include [32], [44], [61], [62], [74] and [86].  

Table 1: Cyber insurance forms by insurance provider, year, and country of origin 

Form 
Id 

Insurer and Year Country   Form 
Id 

Insurer and Year Country  

PF1 360 Underwriting Solutions (2020) [29] Australia  PF35 Tokio Marine HCC (2018) [112] UK 
PF2 Absolute Insurance Brokers (2018) [30] UK  PF36 Travelers Insurance (2019) [114] US 
PF3 AIG (2017) [31] UK  PF37 AmTrust North America (2016) [33] US 
PF4 Allianz (2019) [32] UK  PF38 AXIS Insurance (2020) [44] US 
PF5 Ascent (2016) [37] UK  PF39 Beazley Insurance (2017) [48] UK 
PF6 AustBrokers (2021) [41] Australia  PF40 Corvus Insurance (2021) [60] US 
PF7 AustBrokers (2017) [40] Australia  PF41 G & M (2018) [68] UK 
PF8 Berkley Insurance (2020) [49] Australia  PF42 HSB (2020) [74] US 
PF9 Brooklyn Underwriting (2020) [53] Australia  PF43 Tokio Marine HCC (2021) [113] US 
PF10 CFC Underwriting (2020) [55] UK  PF44 Ando insurance (2021) [34] UK 
PF11 CHUBB (2017) [57] US  PF45 Travelers Insurance (2020) [115] UK 
PF12 DUAL (2020) [56] UK  PF46 BGi.uk (2017) [50] UK 
PF13 Emergence (2020) [67] Australia  PF47 Professional Insurance Agents Ltd (2019) [99] UK 
PF14 Global Re Broking Solutions Ltd (2018) [69] UK  PF48 Optimum Specialty Risks (2021) [97] UK 
PF15 Great American Insurance Group (2018) [70] US  PF49 Axis Capital (2021) [43] US 
PF16 Hiscox Insurance (2019) [72] UK  PF50 Apex Insurance Brokers (2019) [35] UK 
PF17 Liberty Specialty Markets (2017) [81] Australia  PF51 Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and 

Insurance Company (2020) [71] US 
PF18 London Australia Underwriting (2020) [82] Australia  PF52 The Hanover Insurance Group, Inc. (2017) 

[109] US 
PF19 Management and Professional Risks (2018) 

[83] 
UK  PF53  United States Liability Insurance Company 

(2021) [116] US 
PF20 Management and Professional Risks (2019) 

[84] 
UK  PF54 CFC Underwriting Limited (2017) [54] US 

PF21 AtBay (2020) [38] US  PF55 ATC Insurance Solutions Pty Ltd (2022) [39] Australia 
PF22 Marsh (2020) [86] Australia  PF56 Nova Casualty Company (2018) [95] US 
PF23 MFL Professional Insurance Brokers (2017) 

[89] 
UK  

PF57 Cowbell Cyber Inc (2023) [62] US 
PF24 Miller Insurance (2018) [90] UK  PF58 Biz Lock (2021) [52] UK 
PF25 NIG (2018) [92] UK  PF59 Corvus Insurance (2023) [61] US 
PF26 NMU (2017) [94] UK  PF60 The Hartford (2022) [110] US 
PF27 OBF Insurance (2018) [96] UK  PF61 Beazley Insurance (2023) [47] US 
PF28 ProRisk (2019) [100] Australia  PF62 Distinguished Programs (2020) [64] US 
PF29 QBE Insurance (2016) [101] UK  PF63 Arch Insurance Company (2018) [36] US 
PF30 Routen Chaplin (2017) [104] UK  PF64 CM&F Group (2019) [58] US 
PF31 Royal & Sun Alliance (RSA) Insurance (2017) 

[105] UK 
 PF65 CRC Insurance (2019) [63] UK 

PF32 Sura Technology Risks (2020) [106] Australia  PF66 Biz Lock (2020) [51] US 
PF33 TDC Specialty Underwriters (2017) [107] US  PF67 The Doctors Company (2017) [108] US 
PF34 TK Specialty Risks (2019) [111] Australia  PF68 Beazley Insurance (2018) [46] US 
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For companies such as AustBrokers, Management and Professional Risks, and Travelers Insurance Company 
Limited where two or more different forms are included, the forms relate to either different cyber insurance 
products or services offered in distinct markets. For example, AustBrokers’ [41] was used to perform assessment 
for corporate entities whereas [40] was used by the same insurer to assess Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
and Travelers Insurance’s [114] is used to assess companies in the UK while [113] is used to assess companies 
in the UK.  

3.3 Forms assessment method 
The second research objective is achieved by the critical assessment of the collected forms and reflection on 
the alignment results. Directed Qualitative Content Analysis is used to assess the forms as it enables us to 
identify and categorise themes to derive meaning and insight from the questions posed in the forms [79]. This 
data analysis technique is well known for its capacity to “identify critical processes” from a range of texts [66] 
and was also applied in related works. We map the information requested via the questions in each form against 
three well-supported, best practice security control sets: the NIST Cybersecurity Framework (CSF) [93], ISO/IEC 
27001 [77], and the UK Cyber Essentials [91]. These versions of the frameworks are carefully selected because 
their availability overlaps significantly with the years of insurance application forms and as such, an objective 
analysis of the conformance of the forms to the standards can be carried out. 

3.3.1  Cyber security standards 

The CSF is published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and helps organisations to 
manage cybersecurity risk by integrating industry standards and best practices to suggest actionable controls 
that boost cyber resilience and defence [93]. The framework consists of five Functions which have several 
Categories, and each Category has a set of related Subcategories. It provides guidelines on how both internal 
and external stakeholders of organisations can manage and reduce their cybersecurity risk. This framework is 
unique in that unlike many standards and compliance regulations that are aimed at improving security within 
a specific industry, it is designed to be used for individual organisations across industries. The version of NIST 
that was used in this study was version 1.1; see [93].  

The ISO/IEC 27001 (hereafter ISO 27001) is an internationally recognised standard that presents guidelines 
to organisations on information security, cybersecurity and privacy protection including implementing 
information security controls based on internationally recognised best practice and developing organisation-
specific information security management guidelines [78]. It is a generic standard that applies to any 
organisation that wants to implement commonly accepted information security controls [78]. As such, it allows 
us to examine proposal forms without regard for the type of enterprise that fills the form. This article employs 
the framework version of ISO 27001:2013, which pre-dates the current ISO 27001:2022 Standard. The 
aforementioned standard was in effect between 2013 and 2022, with revisions in 2014 and 2015, until it was 
eventually replaced by the updated version of the ISO 27001 standard in October 2022. We use the ISO 
27001:2013 framework, chosen for its historical significance and practicality, to analyse information security 
standards in insurance proposal forms from 2013 to 2022. This allows for a comparative analysis with existing 
literature [12], covering 94% of the study's forms issued before the 2022 update. The decision considers practical 
constraints faced by insurers, ensuring a comprehensive understanding of information security practices in the 
insurance sector. The framework consists of 14 Security Clauses, each with several Security Control Categories 
which each have related Controls. 

The UK Cyber Essentials (CE) is a basic control set that contains five Technical Control Themes with no 
explicit sub-controls; Examples of controls include Malware protection, Patch management and Access control 
[91]. CE is heavily supported by the UK government and even required to bid for certain central government 
contracts. The reason behind its selection in this study is to explore how a small set of controls deemed critical 
to security features (or fail to be aligned with the control requests) in insurance forms. In addition, 42.6% of the 
forms are from UK insurers and as such, it could be advantageous to determine how these forms are aligned 
with such a government-backed standard. For our analysis, we use the CE version as of December 2021 given 
that this version’s availability overlaps with the years of insurance application forms. Although this Standard 
was later updated in April 2023, the Technical Control Themes were still maintained by the NCSC (NCSC, 2023). 
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Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 in Appendix A provide an overview of the contents of each core part of NIST CSF, ISO 
27001, and CE respectively. 

3.3.2  Mapping forms to controls. 

Content analysis is used to determine the forms that contain all Controls, Security Categories, or Security 
Control Categories from a Technical Control Theme (CE), Function (NIST) or Security Clause (ISO) respectively 
(we consider these to be fully cover/aligned), those that contain at least one but not all (we consider these to be 
partially cover/ aligned), and those that do not contain any Controls, Security Categories, or Security Control 
Categories (we consider these to be not cover/not aligned). The numbers of forms are then computed as 
percentages to determine the percentage of forms that cover all, part, or do not contain any of the controls 
respectively. The analysis involves examining the questions in the proposal forms and aligning them with the 
relevant control grouping or classification for each of the three standards. For example, the question “Do you 
use anti-virus software?” present in an application form would correspond to clause “A.12.2 Protection from 
malware” of the ISO 27001 framework, Function 3; Detect of the NIST Framework and Technical Control Theme 
4; Malware of the UK Cyber Essentials Framework. Table B.1 in Appendix B shows sample form mapping to 
ISO 27001 and the NIST CSF.  We illustrate this with an example basing on a mapping of the security-related 
questions asked in an insurance application form [53] against ISO 27001.  

It is crucial to emphasize that insurers might prioritize distinct areas or risks, and consequently, their 
selection of specific control measures can be influenced by their expertise, leading to a lack of comprehensive 
standards coverage across various forms. Given this reality, achieving uniformity among proposal forms 
becomes exceedingly challenging due to the diverse landscape of insurance, encompassing variations such as 
exclusion clauses or the addressing of different facets of cyber loss. However, assessing the controls most 
frequently encountered or requested offers valuable insights, allowing us to draw conclusions about coverage 
and alignment without assuming a convergence among these controls. 

 
Figure 1: Mapping of sample form [53] to ISO 27001 – The Controls and Security Control Categories that are highlighted 
are those that have been found in the form. 

In our approach, we first examine the questions in the application form [53], then identify the controls 
present in the form and map them to the relevant Control of the ISO 27001 standard. As depicted in Figure 1, 
the mapped Controls and Security Control Category are highlighted to depict that they have been addressed. 
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The overall Security Clause is marked as having been fully covered if all Security Control Categories are 
highlighted as addressed in the form. Focusing on the specific form in Figure 1, we found that no questions 
were presented in [53] regarding requirements for an Information Security Policy and a review of the policies. 
This would mean that none of the controls required for Security Control Category A.5.1 Management direction 
for information security have been covered and as such, the Security Clause A.5 Information security policies is 
deemed to have not been covered in the form. The case is, however, different for Security Clause A.6 
Organization of information security since the form presents a question that addresses Control A.6.2.2 
Teleworking. This would mean that the Security Control Category A.6.2 Mobile devices and teleworking has been 
addressed by the form. However, since there are no questions that address any controls under Security Control 
Category A.6.1 Internal organization, we conclude that the overall Security Clause A.6 Organization of 
information security has only been partly covered/addressed since only one of the two Security Control 
Categories has been considered in the form. 

Finally, for Security Clause A.7 Human resource security, there is a question that addresses at least one 
Control in each of the Security Control Categories i.e., A.7.1 Prior to employment, A.7.2 During employment, and 
A.7.3 Termination and change of employment. As such, we conclude that the clause has been fully covered since 
the form asks questions that cover each of its Security Control Categories. This process is continued until all 
questions in all the forms in scope are mapped to the standard. For Cyber Essentials, occurrence of one question 
that relates to a Technical Control Theme is considered to fully address the requirements of the Technical 
Control Theme as it shows that an insurer had the Technical Control Theme in mind when framing the 
question. This is perhaps the most challenging part of the study as some questions may correspond to more 
than one control sub-categories. In such instances, some degree of subjectivity is inevitable, and a decision is 
made to classify the question into the best category basing on the perceived intention of the insurer for 
collecting such information (e.g., considering the section heading where the query is placed). 

The approach used in this study is inspired by [12] who numbered the times every sub-control was referred 
to in all assessment forms and the percentage of sub-controls referred in the forms for every control. In 
attempting to quantitatively present the results of this qualitative analysis, this study develops three similar 
but related metrics. The first metric depicts the numbers of forms that do not address any controls in the 
Function, Security Clause, or Technical Control Theme, whereas the second metric numbers the forms that 
partially address (address one but not all) requirements of controls in the Function, Security Clause, or 
Technical Control Theme. The final metric numbers the forms that include all requirements in the Function, 
Security Clause, or Technical Control Theme of the standards. We selected this approach because in addition 
to examining the controls, we can focus on the forms themselves and determine their alignment rather than 
focusing purely on the questions by determining the proportion of forms that contain full, part or none of the 
controls in a category.  

To further explain our analysis approach, we use the following example. If a form is being assessed based 
on Clause 7 Human resource security of the ISO 27001 framework (which has 3 Security Control Categories), the 
form is deemed to be fully aligned if it addresses all 3 Security Control Categories, partially aligned if it 
addresses 1 or 2 and not aligned if it does not address any of the Security Control Categories. The rationale 
behind this assessment is that for a security control to be effective, the majority of the sub controls/Security 
Control Categories that are required need to be implemented. For purposes of comparative analysis, these 
numbers are then converted into percentages to determine the percentage of forms that cover all, part, or none 
of the Security Control Categories. We also illustrate this by example; if we assess 7 forms against Clause 7 
Human resource security of the ISO 27001 framework and find that 4 of them address all 3 Security Control 
Categories, then the percentage of fully aligned forms will be calculated as 57% basing on the calculation; (4/7) 
*100 = 57%. Relatedly, if we find that 2 of them address some but not all 3 Security Control Categories, then the 
percentage of partially aligned forms will be calculated as 29% basing on the calculation: (2/7) *100 = 29%.  This 
would mean that for the remaining 1 form that does not address any of the security controls categories, the 
percentage would be 14% based on the calculation (1/7) *100 =14%. These percentages allow us to quantitively 
measure which control sections or Security Clauses are covered in depth by insurers, those that are partially 
covered and those that are not extensively covered. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Overview 
The analysis of proposal forms indicated that insurers typically ask an average of 26 questions related to the 
applicant’s cyber posture and the associated security controls. Achieving equilibrium between an extensive or 
limited questionnaire at this stage of assessment is crucial for optimizing the usefulness of form data. There 
were, as to be expected, outliers with some insurers ([49, 86, 94, and 54], among others) opting for a very limited 
question set (e.g., with less than five questions), while others ([43, 44, and 31]) pose a substantially higher 
number of questions ([44] for instance had 168 questions). Forms often began by collecting information such 
as the industry in which the applicant operates, financial information for the most recent 5 years, type of 
business and the size of the applicant in terms of assets. Some insurers request a copy of the applicant’s most 
recent audited Financial Statements; this is undoubtedly linked to determining the financial risk to ensure that 
the applicant can continue operating its business for the foreseeable future. Many insurers such as [41, 47, 53, 
61] ask applicants for a breakdown of their revenue by geographical region. This may be necessary especially 
when assessing concentration risk of applicants due to over dependency on a single client or region. The 
questions that fell under these categories were not mapped to any control because they are for informational 
purposes rather than reviewing the applicant’s cyber security posture. 

Another key area of concentration was around the nature of information that is collected, stored, or 
processed by the applicant especially Personally Identifiable Information (PII), Debit/Credit card details, 
medical records, and other sensitive data such as Social Security Numbers (SSN). For example, [37] asks 
applicants to “Identify the type of PII retained on their network”. We also note that some forms such as [29] 
attempt to further evaluate the security of this data by asking questions such as “Is all sensitive data encrypted 
whilst on your network?”. This suggests that at least some insurers are aware of the implications of exposure of 
such data and make attempts at this early stage to evaluate their potential exposure via the protection processes 
put in place by the applicants. 

The following sections present an in-depth assessment of the alignment of forms with the three cyber 
security schemes. To draw conclusions, we concentrate on which control categories were most covered and 
least covered. However, the full mapping of all forms with each of the frameworks is provided in Tables C.1, 
C.2 and C.3 in Appendix C. We begin with the UK CE given that it is the simplest to map and explain, and then 
proceed to ISO and NIST. 

4.2 UK Cyber Essentials (CE) 
Figure 2 shows the percentage of forms that fully cover each Technical Control Theme of the standard. Due to 
the basic nature of CE, any mention of a control that falls under any Technical Control Theme of the framework 
is considered to be fully aligned and fully addressing the aspects of that control Technical Control Theme. For 
example, any form that covers the need for firewalls is considered to completely address Technical Control 
Theme 1; Firewalls of the scheme. 

From our analysis, we note that each control Technical Control Theme of the CE is relatively well covered 
by all forms. The best covered controls from this analysis are Technical Control Themes 1, 4 and 5 which 
correspond to Firewalls, Malware Protection and Security Update Management respectively. 

In total, 84%, 79% and 74% of the forms address the controls in CE Technical Control Themes 1, 4 and 5 
respectively, while CE Technical Control Themes 2: Secure Configuration and 3: User Access Control are the 
least covered with 69% and 60% respectively. To reiterate, these scores represent the percentage of forms that 
cover controls in the relevant Technical Control Theme of the CE. For example, 57 out of the 68 forms 
mentioned controls that were under Technical Control Theme 1; Firewalls of the CE framework. The controls 
in this Technical Control Theme relate to protection of the network from unauthorized access using access 
limitations and router configurations [91].  
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Figure 2: The percentage of forms (n=68) that fully cover each control Technical Control Theme of the UK Cyber 
Essentials.) 

 
Figure 3: The percentage of forms that fully cover each control Technical Control Theme of the UK Cyber Essentials 
based on forms from the UK (n=29) and the entire data set (n=68). 

Since the CE is a brainchild of the UK government and due to the high percentage of UK forms, we 
benchmarked forms issued by companies in the UK to see how they align with this standard. Figure 3 provides 
a comparison of these two by showing the percentage of forms that fully cover each control Technical Control 
Theme of the UK CE assessing the forms from the UK only (n=29) and the collection of forms from all countries 
(n=68). We note that the general alignment of forms to mostly Technical Control Themes of the CE increases 
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or is maintained when only UK forms are considered for the assessment. This is true for all Technical Control 
Themes of the CE except Technical Control Theme 2; Secure Configuration which drops from 69% to 62% and 
Technical Control Theme 3; User access control which drops slightly from 60% to 59%. This suggests that more 
insurers in the UK do not query, and potentially initially overlook, aspects pertaining to secure configuration 
when compared against the entire dataset. However, recent research suggests that misconfigurations are one 
of the biggest threats to cloud security [66] and as such, there is a strong argument that default configurations 
should be at the forefront of an insurance provider’s agenda before threat actors exploit them to gain 
unauthorised access to corporate systems of the insured.  

We note that there is a general increase for Technical Control Theme 1: Firewalls, Technical Control Theme 
4: Malware Protection, and Technical Control Theme 5: Security Update Management, that increase from 84% 
to 97%, 69% to 86% and 74% to 79% respectively. Technical Control Theme 1: Firewalls registers the highest 
percentage increase with 13 percentage points. This analysis suggests that most forms from insurers in the UK 
are more aligned to the CE as compared to other countries. This is to some extent understandable and 
undoubtedly influenced by the fact that the framework originated from the UK and as such would be an easier 
point of reference for UK businesses (insurance providers, brokers, and clients). 

4.3 ISO 27001 
Next is the analysis of insurance forms based on ISO 27001. Figure 4 summarises the forms on the percentage 
that cover none, part, or all controls in each of the ISO 27001 Security Clauses.  

 
Figure 4: The percentage of forms that cover none, part, or all controls in a security clause for the ISO 27001 

We note that there is general alignment with the ISO 27001 standard as each of the Security Clauses in the 
framework is addressed by at least one form. The clauses that are most comprehensively covered are Clause 
10: Cryptography, Clause 5: Information security policies and Clause 18: Compliance with percentages of 81%, 
50% and 47% respectively. This means, for example, that 81% (55) of the 68 forms analysed covered all Security 
Control Categories relating to Security Clause 10. The high scores for Clause 10: Cryptography can be attributed 
to requirements for encryption of data (at rest, in use or in motion) by several regulations such as the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to reduce the impact of security breaches. Beazley Insurance [47] for 
instance, asks applicants whether data is stored and encrypted at several levels including laptops, Portable 
Media, Back-up Tapes or “at rest” within computer systems. Further, [67] asks, “Do you protect all Personally 
Identifiable Information and other sensitive data through Encryption?”.  These exemplify some of the types of 
queries posed around Clause 10.  
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The high scores for Clause 18, which contains Security Control Categories such as Compliance with legal 
and contractual requirements and Information security reviews, may be attributed to regulations around 
privacy and protection of privacy rights of data subjects (such as the GDRP and Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) that have exposed organisations to fines for noncompliance). As such, 
adherence to these regulations will support a policyholder’s compliance – as well as reducing the potential 
likelihood of large regulatory fines – which also subsequently reduces the insurer’s risk exposure. 

The clauses that receive the lowest score in terms of full coverage are Clause 9: Access control, Clause 12: 
Operations security and Clause 14: System acquisition, development and maintenance which all score 0%; i.e., 
none of the forms covered all Security Control Categories under Clauses 9, 12 and 14. Security Clause 12 has 7 
Security Control Categories, which is the highest of all the clauses followed by Clause 9: Access control with 4 
Security Control Categories. As such, it may not have been possible for insurers to fully cover all Security 
Control Categories in these clauses due to this detail. There is, of course, a balance that needs to be reached 
between asking too many questions, particularly at this early a stage where insurers are assessing a potential 
client. The result for Clause 12: Operations security should also not be viewed in isolation as absence of 
questions to address this Security Clause because from the review of forms that partially cover controls (cover 
at least one but not all Security Control Categories) in a Security Clause, Clause 12: Operations security scores 
highest with 97% of forms covering at least one Security Control Category from this Security Clause. In 
addition, Clause 9: Access control scores 75% in the assessment of forms that partially cover the requirements 
of this clause. 

Table 2: The percentage of forms that partially cover (cover at least one but not all) requirements of the Security Control 
Categories of ISO 27001. 

Security Clause Percentage 
Clause 5: Information security policies N/A 
Clause 6: Organization of information security 37% 
Clause 7: Human resource security 59% 
Clause 8: Asset management 65% 
Clause 9: Access control 75% 
Clause 10: Cryptography N/A 
Clause 11: Physical and environmental security 10% 
Clause 12: Operations security 97% 
Clause 13: Communications security 62% 
Clause 14: System acquisition, development, and maintenance 3% 
Clause 15: Supplier relationships 38% 
Clause 16: Information security incident management N/A 
Clause 17: Information security aspects of business continuity management 40% 
Clause 18: Compliance 38% 

Clauses 5, 10 and 16 are all N/A because they only contain one Security Control Category and as such, they 
are either fully covered or not covered at all. This means that they would not have any scores for forms that 
partially address the required Security Control Categories. 

Table 2 shows the percentage of insurance forms that partially cover (cover at least one but not all) 
requirements of Security Clauses of ISO 27001. We note that Clause 12: Operations security receives the highest 
percentage of partial coverage at 97% followed by Clause 9: Access control and Clause 8: Asset management 
which are partially covered by 75% and 65% of the forms respectively. The majority of questions relevant to 
Clause 12: Operations security are centred around basic cyber hygiene controls such as malware protection, 
patch management, backup and recovery, and monitoring of network activities. Many forms analysed asked 
questions about backup and recovery mechanisms such as, “[Do you] conduct back-up and recovery procedures 
on all sensitive and financial data on at least a weekly basis.” by [86]. Some forms even went a step further to 
ask questions about the security of the backups: “Is the backup of Your Critical Data stored in a secure locked 
location with access restricted to authorized personnel only?” by [30] and “Do you perform backups of data, 
applications, and system configurations at least weekly. If these are physically stored off-site, are they encrypted.” 
by [106]. This is ideal and demonstrates that at least some insurers know robust security practice extends 
beyond only possessing backups to ensuring that backups are regular and are adequately stored. 
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In addition, there were several questions corresponding to 12.4: Logging and monitoring which covered 
various controls including monitoring of user access and user activity, collection and protection of log 
information and installation of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). Many forms asked about the existence of a 
vulnerability management plan or system; [114] and [83] for instance, asked whether there was a process in 
place to regularly download, test, and install patches and whether this process was automated. A majority of 
forms required applicants to describe the policy and provide more information especially in regard to the 
frequency of updates; for example, [114] asked whether critical patches were installed within 30 days of release 
and [74] asked, “Do you update and patch critical IT-systems and applications on at least a monthly basis?”. It is 
notable, however, that controls 12.5: Control of operational software and 12.7: Information systems audit 
considerations were barely addressed by any of the forms. 

The results show that 62% of the forms mentioned at least one Security Control Category from Clause 15: 
Supplier relationships through asking how the applicant manages its relationship with third parties and their 
dependency on these third parties. Many forms also asked the applicants to list the nature of services offered 
by these service providers such as cloud providers. For example, [44] asks whether all written agreements 
require the third party to defend or indemnify the applicant against liability because of a security or privacy 
incident on the third party’s network or caused by the third party. With the significant increase in the uptake 
of outsourced services such as cloud computing and co-location services and the resilience issues they have 
faced [103], it is not surprising that insurers are initially looking more closely into risks and disruption that 
could be brought about by third parties. 

Figure 5 focuses on the percentages of proposal forms that do not address any of the Control Categories in 
the various ISO clauses. From the figure, we can see that 50% of the forms did not address Clause 5: Information 
security policies. This is somewhat surprising as Information Security Governance forms the core of cyber 
resilience strategies and drives the security program. Neglecting this control may put insurers, and their clients, 
at risk because regardless of the controls that may be in an environment, these may be less effective if there are 
no governance procedures and structures to determine how these controls should be applied and how the 
security program can be continuously improved.  

 
Figure 5: The percentages of forms that do not address any of the defined Security Control Categories in the various 
clauses of the ISO 27001. 

The results indicate that controls related to systems aspects and physical security are the least covered. In 
particular, 97% of forms do not request any Control Category in Clause 14: System acquisition, development, 
and maintenance whereas 85% do not address any in Clause 11: Physical and environmental security. The third 
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worst covered clause (at 60%) is Clause 16: Information security incident management for which, although it 
has only one Security Control Category, only 40% (27) of forms ask any question that relates to it. Ascent [37] 
addresses Clause 14: System acquisition, development, and maintenance by querying the applicant on whether 
they develop software and whether this is reviewed by legal counsel prior to release. This legal focus is 
intriguing and is likely to relate to understanding and limiting any future liability. In addition, the form seeks 
to understand the quality control processes of the applicant by asking; “Do you have quality control procedures 
in force to test all software and products prior to release?”. This lack of coverage of Clause 14: System acquisition, 
development and maintenance could be because the expectation of insurers is that many applicants are not 
involved in software development; or potentially there are other bespoke forms that we are not privy to. Yet, 
considering applications and software can process a substantial amount of data, there are several potential data 
protection implications basing on how they process and store data.  

As it pertains to Clause 11 and Clause 16, these are also surprising findings. While many modern-day 
systems do not require physical access to conduct an attack, physical security is necessary as an added layer of 
protection. Clause 11 could protect against local attackers (e.g., insider threats) for example. Clause 16’s lack of 
coverage is notable because managing incidents is critical to robust security risk management. Effective 
management can reduce the harm caused by incidents and aid quicker recovery, thus benefiting the 
policyholder and insurance provider. One argument for its underrepresentation may be those insurers 
themselves, as part of or alongside their policies, will often offer incident response services; see [55, 60] for 
example. This, however, is not always the case and insurers may have strict (financial) limits on their provision 
of such third-party offerings.   

In the overall analysis, valuable insights have emerged regarding the control level of ISO 27001. The primary 
questions in the forms focus on Security control categories, particularly emphasizing 13.1 Network security 
management, encompassing elements such as network controls, security of services, and network segments. 
Additionally, Security categories A.18.1 Compliance with legal and contractual requirements and A.18.1.1 
Identification of applicable legislation and contractual requirements feature prominently, suggesting an 
evaluation of the applicant’s commitment to enhancing compliance efforts.  

Several questions are also asked in line with A.71 on Information Security continuity and A17.2 
Redundancies, which are centred on technologies ensuring coverage and resilience through redundancies and 
alternative processing facilities. A.6.1 Internal Organization is also notable, with questions focusing on 
Information Security roles, responsibilities, and Segregation of Duties. Finally, the examination reveals a strong 
emphasis on A.10.1 Cryptographic controls and the closely linked A.12.2 Protection from malware, 
underscoring the importance of security measures against malware. 

4.4 NIST Cybersecurity Framework (NIST CSF) 
Finally, we assess cyber insurance proposal forms when benchmarked against the NIST CSF with an aim of 
investigating the extent of their alignment.  

Figure 6 shows the percentage of forms that request none, part, or all Security Categories in a Security 
Function for the NIST CSF. As depicted, only Function 3; Detect (identifying the occurrence of malicious activity 
or events) of the CSF was fully covered by 2 (3%) of the forms analysed. However, none of the forms presented 
questions that cover all requirements for controls under the remaining 4 Functions of the NIST CSF, i.e., Identify 
(developing an organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk), Protect (developing and 
implementing controls to ensure delivery of business services), Respond (taking action against the occurrence 
of a malicious event) and Recover (maintaining resilience and restoring business operations after an incident). 
One reason for this may be the more granular nature of the controls in the NIST CSF. Unlike the ISO 27001 
where some Security Clauses like Clause 5: Information security policies and Clause 10: Cryptographic controls 
have only one control, all Functions under the NIST CSF have a minimum of three security categories making 
it difficult for an insurance application form to addresses all controls without being excessively long and as 
such, potentially unusable. 
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Figure 6: The percentage of forms that do not address any of the defined Security Control Categories in the various 
clauses of the NIST CSF 

From the analysis of forms that partially cover the requirements of each of the Security Functions, i.e., 
mention at least one Security Category, we noted that 97% of the forms cover questions relating to Function 2: 
Protect. The majority of Security Categories under this Function such as backup and recovery, audit logging 
and vulnerability management are similar to Clause 12: Operational procedures and responsibilities of the ISO 
27001 framework which also scored highly in the ISO 27001 assessment. Questions such as “Do you maintain 
daily offline back-ups of all critical data?” by [55] would fall under this category. This highlights a concentration 
of questions around preventative controls in the protection of information assets. We hypothesize that this 
could be because insurers regard protective controls as central to reducing cyber risk. In addition, backup is a 
key control in ransomware attacks – one of the most salient attacks over the last five years – and could therefore 
save both insurers and organisations. 

A noteworthy finding from our analysis is that no form appears to address the Security Category 
Maintenance (PR.MA) from Function 3: Protect. This Security Category is concerned with maintenance and 
repairs of industrial control and information system components to check that they are performed in a manner 
that is consistent with policies and procedures. Neglect of this control may prove pivotal because organisations 
(i.e., those applying for insurance) may give access to third parties for system support and maintenance through 
remote access and this control requires that such access is approved, logged, and performed in a manner that 
prevents unauthorised access. This may be dangerous especially with outsourcing of services that requires 
remote support which, if compromised, could be exploited for malicious intent. In the recent past, we have seen 
a substantial rise in security breaches linked to third parties such as Solar Winds [85], Kaseya and Log4j that 
have highlighted third party dependency risk [42].  

The second-most covered Function is Function 3: Detect which is covered by 88% of the forms. This Function 
is primarily concerned with security categories such as anomaly detection, security continuous monitoring and 
the detection processes necessary to ensure that incidents are detected early enough, and response strategies 
instituted to combat them. The Detection Processes (DE. DP) category in this Function for example, requires 
several controls such as: roles and responsibilities for detection should be defined for accountability, detection 
should comply with all applicable requirements and that detection is tested and continuously improved. Our 
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analysis identified that none of the forms goes into detail about how detection is implemented but instead focus 
on checking whether detection has been implemented. Questions such as “Do you utilize Intrusion detection 
or prevention systems” asked by majority of the forms including [31] and [96] do not seek to evaluate – even 
at a preliminary level – the setup, implementation, or effectiveness of the detection process. 

We also find that Function 1: Identify is partially covered by 79% of the forms and is third in terms of 
coverage of Security Categories. This is somewhat surprising as this Function is concerned with the processes 
that involve identification of key risk sources through risk assessment, risk management, asset management 
and information security governance. One might expect that these would be key areas as they feed directly into 
protection mechanisms that should be implemented to counter related risks. This Function also covers controls 
pertaining to ensuring that legal and regulatory requirements including privacy and civil liberties obligations 
are understood and managed. One interesting pattern is that some forms do not only ask whether a privacy 
policy exists but also go a step further to check whether the policy is published and has been reviewed by an 
attorney or privacy specialist. An example is presented by [107] who ask, “Do you have a written privacy policy?”  
and then go further to state “If yes; has it been reviewed by a HIPAA specialist or attorney?”. Detail such as this 
is encouraging to see and demonstrates that some insurers (and thus, forms) are maturing in their assessment 
of cyber risk, even at the initial stage. 

Table 3: The percentage of forms that do not address any requirements in the Security Categories required for each 
Function. 

Function Percentage 
Function 1: Identify 21% 
Function 2: Protect 3% 
Function 3: Detect 10% 
Function 4: Respond 81% 
Function 5: Recover 96% 

Table 3 presents the percentage of forms that do not cover any requirements of Security Categories required 
for each Function. The results reveal that 96% of the forms do not cover any requirements for Security 
Categories in Function 5: Recovery of the NIST CSF. This post-incident control finding is similar to Clause 16: 
Management of information security incidents and improvements of the ISO 27001 that was not covered by 
60% of the forms. This indeed is alarming because enterprises need to possess controls to ensure that they 
quickly recover from a cyber incident. One reason for this finding could be that insurers posit that a good 
assessment of controls in Functions 1, 2 and 3 will ensure that incidents do not occur as there has been an 
effective measurement of risk exposure and the corresponding controls; this, of course, is not guaranteed and 
would not be good resilience practice. In addition, as some insurers provide response and recovery services – 
as mentioned earlier – they may not believe that there is a critical need to request or evaluate recovery 
capabilities of applicants at this stage.  

The second Function that is least covered by the forms is Function 4; Respond which is concerned with 
Response Planning, Communications, Mitigation, and so on. 84% of forms did not address any requirements in 
Function 4 of the NIST CSF. Poor external and internal communication after an incident can have devastating 
effects on an organisation’s brand and reputation. Over the years, there have been an increasing number of 
cases of poor incident response and communication even amongst large corporations [20, 80]. As such, a neglect 
of controls in this area can have effects on the cyber exposure of the applicant. Like Function 5, the absence of 
such controls may suggest that insurers are more interested in preventative measures and would view their 
role as directly supporting incident response. While it is impossible to decipher the reasons from this study 
alone, we would expect that insurers also value response and recovery.  

Our analysis at the NIST category and subcategory levels also revealed some noteworthy findings. For 
instance, Function 1: Identify, Governance (ID. GV) emerged as a frequently occurring category, addressing 
policies, procedures, and processes crucial for organizational governance and guiding the cybersecurity 
program. Subcategories like ID. GV-2 (Cybersecurity roles and responsibilities), ID. GV-3 (Legal and regulatory 
requirements), and ID. GV-4 (Governance and risk management) that focus on cybersecurity risks fall under 
this category. Notably, Supply Chain Risk Management (ID.SC), vital for third-party relationships, is less 
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explored in this context. The Protect Function’s Awareness and Training (PR.AT), Data Security (PR.DS), and 
Identity Management, Authentication, and Access Control (PR.AC) which governs logical and physical assets 
attracts insurers’ attention due to the several questions asked, as does the Protective Technology (PR.PT) 
category, emphasizing technical security solutions like firewalls for system and assets resilience across the 
business enterprise. 

Finally, considering that NIST CSF is a US-oriented standard, we also assessed the alignment to forms used 
by U.S. insurers (this is similar to our CE and UK analysis). For completeness, we have included Table D.1 in 
the appendices to show the percentage of coverage of each Function of the NIST CSF based on forms from the 
US (n=26) and the entire data set (n=68). Notably, when focusing solely on U.S. forms as opposed to the entire 
dataset, there is an increase in the percentage of forms that do not encompass any of the NIST Functions' 
requirements. Functions 2 and 3 show a 5% increase each, moving from 3% to 8% and 10% to 15%, respectively, 
while Functions 4 and 5 exhibit a 4% increase. Additionally, there is a general decrease in forms covering partial 
requirements of controls within the NIST Functions. Functions 3 and 2 experience the most significant 
decreases, with 7% and 5%, respectively. Regarding forms covering all requirements of controls in the NIST 
Functions, there are no significant changes, except for Function 3, where the percentage increases from 1% to 
4% when only U.S. forms are considered. In contrast to the Cyber Essentials Scheme, this suggests that U.S. 
insurers might not actively embrace the NIST framework, indicating a comparatively low adoption in the U.S. 

The next section builds on the findings herein and discusses the results considering the goal of our research. 
We first reflect on the general aim and the question of insurance’s promotion of best practice. Next, we reflect 
on the value of current insurance application forms, but also the challenges that they face. Finally, the findings 
of this research are compared to the state of the art to understand changes in the sector, while also highlighting 
our work’s novelty.  

5 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS  

5.1 Cyber security best practice and cyber insurance  
This research primarily sought to investigate the assertion that cyber insurance currently promotes cyber 
security best practice in organisations, through an analysis of how security controls viewed as crucial by 
insurers – i.e., those featuring in application forms – compare to (or align with) security best practice as defined 
by international and national standards. Best practice, in our context, is defined by the ISO/IEC 27001 
international security standard, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework (NIST CSF) and the more fundamental UK 
Cyber Essentials (CE) scheme. The insights from this research are pertinent and topical to the security 
community given the growing uptake of cyber insurance, and the influence that providers can have on the 
security posture of businesses.  

Broadly, while our analysis reveals that there is some notable level of alignment between forms and control 
standards, it is far from a natural match to the extent where it may be concluded that insurance clearly promotes 
all security standards and best practices. In NIST CSF, in particular, it was extraordinary to observe the 
extremely low coverage of recommended practices from the Response and Recovery security control domains 
in the forms. There could be several reasons for this, but one may stem from the perspective that forms are 
particularly useful for assessing SMEs’ risk posture. In this case, although SMEs arguably have a high frequency 
of incidents, the severity is low, and the insurer’s liability is capped at the indemnity limit. While recent 
research indicates a rise in the frequency of cyber incidents over the past two decades, the overall severity of 
these incidents has not seen significant changes [117]. This trend could therefore prompt insurers to shift their 
assessment focus. Rather than solely considering incident severity, insurers are increasingly inclined to 
prioritize assessing applicants based on their protective measures. This shift is evident in the emphasis on 
preventive controls and risk reduction strategies among insured SMEs, aligning with capped liability limits. 
Notably, this approach considers the interconnected relationship between incident severity and the 
effectiveness of Response and Recovery measures, distinguishing it from the frequency of incidents and other 
control measures. Even in the case where response and recovery services are provided by insurers (or their 
delegated parties), it is reasonable from a security risk management perspective to expect that there should be 
some partial representation of these topics in forms. 
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For ISO 27001, there was arguably a stronger association with forms, though system acquisition, 
development and maintenance, information security incident management, and physical and environmental 
security are exceptions. Incident management is the most salient of these given it applies to all organisations; 
thus, there is a clear justification for it to be requested (i.e., the opposite of our finding). Even the less obvious 
topic of System acquisition is critical if we reflect on the evolving nature of businesses and technology, and the 
fact that companies often go through changes including Mergers and Acquisitions, technological changes like 
remote working and cloud computing which present new sources of risk. Overall, application forms aligned 
the best to UK CE, likely due to the more fundamental and constrained focus of the scheme. The Technical 
Control Themes with the lowest representation in this case were Secure Configuration and user access control, 
but even these were present in a majority (>60%) of forms. 

Reflecting across the standards and forms, we found an imbalance between technical control questions (e.g., 
those presenting best practices around the presence of firewalls, use of encryption, etc.) and 
procedural/governance control questions (focused on policies and procedures), with the former often favoured. 
This can be motivated by various factors, such as a preference for tangible, technical security practices/controls, 
which would not be unforeseen given the move by some insurance providers towards schemes oriented around 
security products; see [87]. This is also in concert with broader studies that argue that cybersecurity is often 
narrowly seen as only a technical issue, disregarding its broader aspects like economics, psychology, 
management, and legal concerns. [118] highlighted that security failures are not solely due to design flaws but 
are equally influenced by inadequate incentives. This underscores the importance of non-technical factors like 
incentives, human behaviour, legal frameworks, and organizational structures in shaping cybersecurity. Taking 
a holistic approach that addresses these multidimensional aspects is vital for building robust cybersecurity 
strategies and mitigating risks across various domains. There also was an indication that insurers are 
particularly interested in assessing preventive and protective abilities and security practices of applicants. 
Questions asked by the application forms are generally skewed towards protective technical controls rather 
than administrative controls that provide the measure for strategic alignment. In addition, there appears to be 
a general lack of corrective controls aimed at containing cyber incidents (as seen with CSF and ISO 27001 
specifically) though there is notable concentration on the backing up of company data. Some forms including 
[52] go ahead and ask whether this backup is encrypted and stored in an isolated part of the network which 
cannot be affected by a breach on the insured’s core network. 

The significant partial coverage of controls in the standards by insurance forms was to some extent 
encouraging and should not be overlooked given the reality of the forms (i.e., the fact they need to be as short 
as possible yet as informative as possible). The CSF, in particular, will always be a challenging standard to 
compare with considering the detailed guidance (and control sets) provided for companies who adopt the 
framework. Notwithstanding that point, there is significance in comparing with insurance application forms as 
they provide insight into how the controls valued by insurers (often based on their own understanding of cyber 
risk and threats, claims made to them after security incidents [10]) relate to standards and best practices from 
the security industry. Governments interested in cyber insurance, particularly those in the UK, US, and 
Australia, may reflect on our findings to initially explore which standards and controls are expected by insurers 
in their jurisdictions. For instance, the UK’s NCSC can note that UK insurers do align well with three of the CE 
core control areas, but there is room for improvement with the other two. This may even help to explain future 
eventualities where there is poor representation from these latter two controls; the assumption being that 
requirements by cyber insurers may be impacting which controls organisations in a country choose to 
implement. 

In sum, our findings allude to an underrepresentation of best practice standards and controls in proposal 
forms generally, thus partially questioning the assertion that insurance supports all best practice. This is a 
significant conclusion in light of arguments suggesting that insurance can incentivise security standards and 
best practices in organisations [7]. [7] identifies various methods through which cyber insurance can encourage 
cyber security behaviour, although it acknowledges several notable limitations. Their argument suggests that 
cyber insurers could effectively motivate improved cyber security practices by offering premium discounts as 
rewards for sound risk management practices. However, our findings, albeit limited to proposal forms, present 
a contrasting viewpoint. The absence of alignment to security standards, crucial for supporting an 
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incentivization argument, appears to be non-existent in our study, making it challenging for such benefits to 
be extended. 

5.2 The value and challenges with current insurance application forms  
While we are unable to comment on the reasons for this underrepresentation based on our work, potential 
causes could link to the different processes through which insurers determine and prioritize threats and 
vulnerabilities, the perspective that insurance forms may be much more dynamic than control standards (thus 
likely to change based on current threats or attacks ), or simply, a difference in priorities (we saw this with 
insurers concentrating more on preventative as opposed to responsive/corrective controls). Additionally, 
insurers might prioritize diverse areas or risks, and consequently, their selection of specific control measures 
may be influenced by their specialization, resulting in a lack of comprehensive coverage of standards across the 
forms. Given this reality, achieving standardization among proposal forms becomes nearly impossible due to 
the diverse nature of insurance, involving variations such as exclusion clauses or coverage of distinct facets of 
cyber loss. Despite this, evaluating the most frequently occurring or requested controls provides valuable 
insights, enabling us to draw conclusions about coverage and alignment without assuming a convergence 
among these controls. 

In addition to understanding whether insurance forms promote security best practice, there are other 
considerations that arise from our research. One of these relates to the value of application forms and the second 
to the issues that may emerge with them. With respect to the former point, forms can be a quick way for 
businesses to gain some appreciation of what (security controls) an insurer is interested in, and in certain 
scenarios even provide a gentle introduction to cyber security – this is particularly the case for an SME who 
may not be security aware. We saw that some insurers like [55, 113] have tried to make the forms usable by 
providing definitions of key security terms and controls to allow applicants to gain a better understanding of 
the questions. Such an approach increases the usability of the forms, supports businesses who lack security 
expertise, and ensures that information collected is useful and can be used to better assess the applicant’s 
security posture. Other providers (e.g., [105]) have also added links for applicants to download and read key 
security standards like Cyber Essentials, thus again demonstrating the close ongoing relationship between 
insurance and security. These types of information and activities are positive, however not widespread in forms.  

To complement the point above, from the information requested in forms, it is clear that some insurers are 
also willing to offer immediate follow-on assessments to potential clients based on their responses. For instance, 
[89] asks applicants whether annual or more frequent penetration tests are performed on their network. For 
those that respond “No”, the insurer asks to connect them to a specialist who can undertake an initial remote 
audit – i.e., gather further technical information. This audit is beneficial to the insurer as it provides more 
insight into the risk, and to the prospective policyholder as they may receive some open feedback on their risk 
posture. Some insurers take an additional step by recommending a free anti-malware solution, as evidenced in 
[39], where they inquire whether the applicant agrees to receive a complimentary Avast product that 
necessitates installation within 30 days. 

Issues have arisen with forms as well, however. For instance, many questions presented in forms only require 
information about the existence or design of controls rather than their effectiveness. For example, the existence 
of an Intrusion Detection System or security awareness program does not speak to whether it is functioning 
well or that it is setup or configured as appropriate. These are critical points given that misconfigurations are 
a leading cause of breaches [66] and that security training and awareness is easy to get wrong (e.g., [45]). 
Adding to this point, a majority of the security questions presented are either overly rigid or ambiguous. For 
example, “Do you […] regularly apply updates/patches?” is not specific on what is deemed as “regularly”. 
Furthermore, some forms frame questions as “Do you use anti-virus software and apply updates/patches 
monthly?” which may – given forms are formally assessed as input to premiums – prompt companies that do 
this fortnightly to respond “No” to this question. To better assess the exposure of applicants at the proposal 
form stage therefore, it seems prudent to request information on the effectiveness of controls deemed critical 
to developing a realistic risk profile and also that forms are redesigned to be more flexible and better explained. 
As the insurance market hardens further (i.e., there is less coverage of incidents, lower limits, higher costs of 
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insurance products, and less providers [6], this will present insurers with the opportunity to rework forms to 
ask additional pertinent security questions.  

Finally, as insurers look to gather more information on organisations prior to brokering or underwriting a 
risk, there is also a new concern that is worth debating. That is, the reality that malevolent actors may attack 
insurers for reconnaissance and to map the IT landscapes of many businesses. Questions such as those from 
[105] that require the make and model of the firewall, the version of the anti-virus software and machine 
distribution by Operating System could be considered invaluable to attackers (and potentially intrusive to 
policymakers). The fact is that whereas insurers may want to collect as much information as possible to better 
assess the business’ risk, this may inadvertently expose the applicant to severe consequences because insurers 
themselves have become targets for hackers [98] as evidenced by the recent attacks on CNA Financial, Tokio 
Marine and AXA [73,102]. This can add to the tension between insurers and their (prospective) clients, 
especially now as the insurance market has hardened and insurance providers have much more power to make 
demands of businesses prior to underwriting a policy. 

5.3 Reflecting on related work 
Woods et al. [12] and Romanosky et al. [15] are the two closely related articles to our research. Woods et al. 

[12] engages in an analysis of proposal forms with respect to ISO 27001 and the CIS CSC, and [15] adopts a less 
structured analysis by using open coding to identify types of controls present in forms. These differences – 
along with our approach which allows for varying measurement of coverage – make it challenging to 
meaningfully compare any control areas except ISO 27001 across our work and that of [12] in particular. At a 
high level, however, we can see a reasonably strong concentration on compliance with regulations in all three 
pieces of work. Technical controls also feature heavily as depicted in the technical question summary in [15] 
and the analysis of CSC and ISO in [12]. The most notable differences include the lack of controls on personnel 
hiring practices in [15] as compared to this work and that of [12], and the fact that [15] were able to report on 
the presence of questions on the company’s security incident and loss history and IT security budget/spending. 
The latter of these points is attractive for future work as it suggests that if some partial open analysis of text is 
conducted – instead of only relying only on control-set comparisons – there may be some value to be garnered 
from the assessment.  

Focusing our comparison on ISO 27001 given its coverage in our work and [12], the results of our study 
show some similarities. Clause 10: Cryptography and Clause 18: Compliance for instance, which are the two of 
the three most covered clauses in our work match with the second and fourth most mentioned sub-controls in 
[12] i.e., Compliance with legal and contractual requirements (18.1) and Cryptographic controls (10.1). It is not 
surprising that compliance with regulation continues to score highly especially as fines on breaches continue 
to increase. A primary difference in the results is the high score for Clause 5: Information security policies 
which was not covered by [12]. The forms in our study also reveal concentration on privacy with questions 
around compliance to GDPR and privacy rights. However, there is neglect of governance aspects including 
policies and procedures which form the foundation and chart the direction of a cyber security program.  

We also noted that Clause 14: System acquisition, development and maintenance, Clause 11: Physical and 
environmental security and Clause 16: Information security incident management score relatively poorly in 
both studies. For example, [37] had questions that cover Clause 14: System acquisition, development and 
maintenance which was similar in the previous study which examined the 2014 Ascent form. AXIS Insurance 
[44] was the only other form to cover this clause in the self-assessment questionnaire. This means that seven 
years later, these areas are still being overlooked by most insurers. Additionally, although Clause 16: 
Information security incident management of ISO 27001 has only one Security Control Category, 60% of the 
forms do not ask any questions that relate to it. This is further supported by the fact that 96% of the forms do 
not cover any requirements for controls in a similar Function i.e., Function 5: Recovery of the NIST CSF. 

There are areas where differences are apparent which may represent changes in the perceptions of insurers 
over time as the industry has matured. For instance, in [12]’s analysis, Clause 9: Access Control, Clause 13: 
Communications security and Clause 15: Supplier relationships were very poorly addressed. In our work, we 
instead find Clause 9 to be partially addressed by ~75% of forms, Clause 13 to only be excluded in ~9% of forms, 
and Clause 15 to be fully or partially addressed by ~56% of forms. This, broadly speaking, represents some level 
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of improvement in the coverage of certain controls. Focusing on Clause 15 as an example, this change is 
noteworthy especially as it seems to accommodate the growing need to manage the security of supplier 
relationships. Over the last five years, there has been several significant data breaches, including the attacks on 
Best Buy, Kmart, and Delta via a third-party chatbot [88] and a damaging security breach at GE due to a hacked 
vendor [75], which could have had an impact on insurers’ risk decisions.  

In sum, while there have been updates to cyber insurance proposal forms since [12]’s analysis of forms from 
2008-2016, there also appear to be a number of similarities in their alignment with ISO 27001 based on our 
current analysis (with forms from 2016-2023). The lack of significant change is somewhat surprising 
considering the shifting technology (e.g., move to remote working due to the COVID-19 pandemic) and security 
(e.g., the ongoing threat of ransomware) landscape, and hardening cyber insurance market over the last four 
years in particular. One reason for this may be time and that it is too soon to see changes fully represented in 
forms. Insurers may still be gathering data on potential threats and insurance policy claims to inform decisions 
on the most suitable updates to make.  

5.4 Limitations 
The primary limitation of this work is that it only investigates one stage of the insurance risk assessment 
process and does not consider other mechanisms of collecting information such as follow-up telephone calls, 
in-person meetings, and on-site inspection. As such, we do not gather the information that prospective insureds 
capture in these proposal forms but rather, use the forms as a representation of the controls that insurers want 
at client premises. In addition, some insurers may use other avenues which have not been considered to solicit 
information from third-party service providers to understand the applicant’s aggregate risk. The relatively new 
InsurTech industry is one example which relies more on technology (e.g., network scans and other technical 
mechanisms) in cyber insurance to assess cyber risk. The reason we scope ourselves only to proposal forms is 
threefold. First, they provide a crucial and highly used initial mechanism to assess the security risk posed by 
an organisation. Second, these forms may be used alone to underwrite small risks (e.g., SMEs) – where the value 
of the policy is not large enough to justify additional assessments or resources. Third, the openly available 
nature of the accessed forms allows insight into an industry that would be challenging otherwise, and as has 
been seen in other work (e.g., [12]), does have research and practitioner significance. We therefore focus on 
gathering as many forms as possible to inform our analysis, improving on the numbers of forms in [15] (34) 
and [12] (24). Moreover, while examining only forms that are available online may represent a limited scope 
for our work, it has proved an efficient approach to provide insight into the industry and several of the top 
cyber insurers (as listed in [76]).  

Another limitation is that some questions may correspond to more than one control subcategory and as 
such, some degree of subjectivity is inevitable, and a decision is made to classify the question into the best 
category based on the intention of the insurer. We are transparent about this process and include an explanation 
of our mapping, tables for our mapping of each of the forms, and links to forms to allow for future studies to 
reflect on our work. Finally, it is important to also note that although this study has evaluated forms from 
countries which are considered as industry leaders in cyber insurance, assessment of forms from other markets 
(e.g., Sweden, France, Singapore, Canada, Israel, India) may produce different results as to the extent insurance 
promotes security best practice. Our findings are therefore limited to the geographic regions studied. 

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The security of modern-day systems is more complex than it has ever been. As organisations look to build 
resilient infrastructures, cyber insurance has emerged as a potential mechanism to transfer residual cyber risk. 
Within the risk underwriting process, insurers are in a unique position to influence an organisation’s security 
practices, that is, if policyholders agree to adopt certain security controls, then insurers may be more likely to 
accept the risk and even lower the premium. Cyber insurance application/proposal forms are one of the most 
common techniques through which insurers gain some initial assessment of the risk posed by companies. In 
this study, we sought to examine such forms produced in the last seven years to assess applicants’ cyber posture 
to ascertain to what extent the current assessment methods align with the ISO/IEC 27001 international security 
standard, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework (NIST CSF) and the UK’s government-backed Cyber Essentials 
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(CE) scheme. In total, we conducted a thematic analysis of 68 cyber insurance proposal forms provided by 
companies in the UK, USA and Australia and benchmarked them against the three established security 
frameworks. To our knowledge, this work presents a novel research direction as it is the first study to 
systematically analyse and benchmark cyber insurance proposal forms against the NIST CSF and CE, and to 
provide an updated analysis of forms – given the significant changes in the cyber security industry over the 
last three years – against ISO 27001. 

Our results provide evidence that insurance forms do, to an extent, promote cyber security best practices 
but there is also a noteworthy degree of underrepresentation in their coverage of key standards such as NIST, 
ISO 27001 and CE. There are, however, many areas that are overlooked which suggests that if businesses purely 
follow guidance from forms, they will miss several critical security controls. This further highlights the tension 
between controls that insurers may value most versus those viewed as best practice in the security industry. 
Insurers might prioritize measures that lower the occurrence of attacks on their customers, especially small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Alternatively, they might solely emphasize measures preventing the impact 
of loss caused by the most financially damaging threat actors. Concerning policyholders, as observed in the 
Cyber Essentials Scheme Process Evaluation [65], the main driving force behind government contractors 
embracing Cyber Essentials tended to be more reactive than proactive. This was due to companies aiming to 
secure government contracts rather than proactively enhancing their cybersecurity stance. Our findings will 
be of interest to policy makers in assessing the extent to which the insurance industry promotes security best 
practice and alignment to specific standards. Furthermore, international, and national bodies such as ISO, the 
NIST and the UK’s NCSC, may find value in understanding how insurance requirements align with their control 
sets.  

There are various avenues for future work in this domain. Thus far, research has investigated only the US, 
UK, and Australia, but in our work, we found proposal forms from Canada, Singapore, India, and many other 
countries. Follow-on studies could widen the literature base by assessing other countries assuming enough 
forms can be found. This could provide a basis for comparison with our work, and further inform the influence 
of cyber insurance internationally. Another complementary area for research is to engage directly with cyber 
insurance providers – for instance, through interviews or surveys – to understand how they determine controls 
requested in proposal forms and the extent to which they are influenced by security best practices and 
standards. Simultaneously, a study could be done with businesses that have purchased or are considering 
purchasing cyber insurance to explore how controls requested by insurers influences their mid-to-long term 
security investment decisions. 

Insurers might incentivize applicants to implement specific security measures and offer reduced premiums 
as a result. However, solely relying on the forms might not provide a comprehensive understanding of this 
practice. Future research could incorporate pricing data to build a more conclusive argument regarding the 
correlation between adopted security controls and the potential impact on premiums. Finally, during our search 
for proposal forms, we found that there are an increasing number of cyber insurance policy documents available 
online (e.g., [59]). As such, further research could be conducted to analyse the content of these forms to 
ascertain the extent to which security controls are explicitly required, and how the security requirements in 
proposal forms are replicated (if at all) in the policy documents themselves. These works would be extremely 
informative at elucidating the interplay between cyber security and cyber insurance. 
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A  APPENDICES 

A.1  

Table A.1: Overview of the contents of each Function of NIST CSF (NIST, 2018) 

Function Contents 
Function 1: Identify Develop an organisational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to systems, people, assets, 

data, and capabilities. 
Function 2: Protect Develop and implement appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical services. 
Function 3: Detect Develop and implement appropriate activities to identify the occurrence of a cybersecurity event. 
Function 4: Respond Develop and implement appropriate activities to take action regarding a detected cybersecurity 

incident. 
Function 5: Recover Develop and implement appropriate activities to maintain plans for resilience and to restore any 

capabilities or services that were impaired due to a cybersecurity incident. 

Table A.2: Overview of the contents of each clause of ISO/IEC 27001 (ISO, 2013). 

Clause Contents 
Clause 5: Information security policies Developing an effective governance framework through development and review of 

policies. 
Clause 6: Organization of Information Security Developing organisational roles for Information Security and controls for mobile 

devices and remote access. 
Clause 7: Human Resource Security Ensuring HR Security through the employee’s lifecycle 
Clause 8: Asset Management Protection of assets through asset inventory, classification, and adequate protection 

mechanisms. 
Clause 9: Access Control Deals with controlling access to business resources and ensuring employees are aware 

of their responsibilities. 
Clause 10: Cryptography Defining a policy on the application of encryption. 
Clause 11: Physical and Environmental Security Enforcing physical protection of business assets. 
Clause 12: Operations security Control changes to IT facilities, install anti malware, taking regular back-ups, 

maintaining, and monitoring logs, software installation, and manage vulnerabilities. 
Clause 13: Communications Security Maintaining security in the transfer of information between parties. 
Clause 14: System acquisition, development,  
and maintenance 

Enforcing requirements for secure software engineering principles during 
development. 

Clause 15: Supplier relationships Define policies and procedures for external supplier contracts and agreements. Monitor 
and audit the service provided. 

Clause 16: Information Security  
Incident Management 

Ensuring adequate response and recovery from security events and lessons learnt from 
past events. 

Clause 17: Information security aspects of  
Business Continuity Management 

Defining, testing, and updating the business continuity and resilience plans. 

Clause 18: Compliance Identifying regulatory obligations to external authorities like regulators and addressing 
external audits. 

 

Table A.3: Overview of the contents of each Technical Control Theme of UK Cyber Essentials (NCSC, 2023) 

Technical Control Theme Contents 
Technical Control Theme 1: Firewalls Ensure that only safe and necessary network services can be accessed from the Internet. 
Technical Control Theme 2: Secure Configuration Ensure that computers and network devices are properly configured to 

• reduce the level of inherent vulnerabilities. 
• provide only the services required to fulfil their role. 

Technical Control Theme 3: User Access Control Ensure user accounts: 
• are assigned to authorised individuals only. 
• provide access to only those applications, computers and networks actually 

required for the user to perform their role. 
Technical Control Theme 4: Malware Protection Restrict execution of known malware and untrusted software, to prevent harmful code 

from causing damage or accessing sensitive data. 
Technical Control Theme 5: Security Update 
Management 

Ensure that devices and software are not vulnerable to known security issues for which 
fixes are available. 
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B.1  

Table B.1: Sample form mapping to ISO 27001 and the NIST CSF 

   MAPPING  
Number Question Form ISO NIST 
1 Do you back up critical data at least once 

a week? 
ProRisk, 2019 A.12.3 Backup PR.IP-4: Backups of information 

are conducted, maintained, and 
tested 

2 Are you PCI compliant, if applicable? If 
not applicable, leave blank. 

ProRisk, 2019 A.18.1 Compliance with legal 
and contractual requirements 

ID.GV-3: Legal and regulatory 
requirements regarding 
cybersecurity, including privacy 
and civil liberties obligations, are 
understood and managed 

3 Do you enforce a policy of auditing and 
managing computer and user accounts? 

ProRisk, 2019 A.9.2 User access management PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials 
are issued, managed, verified, 
revoked, and audited for 
authorized devices, users, and 
processes 

4 Do you have an established policy for 
checking the background of job candidates 
prior to their being offered employment? 

MPR, 2018 A.7.1 Prior to employment PR.IP-11: Cybersecurity is 
included in human resources 
practices (e.g., deprovisioning, 
personnel screening) 

5 Is your computer system firewall 
protected? 

MPR, 2018 A.13.1 Network security 
management 

PR.PT-4: Communications and 
control networks are protected 

The above table shows example mappings for questions from sample proposal forms. For example, Question Number 1 
would be mapped to A.12.3 Backup which falls under Security Clause 12: Operations Security of the ISO 27001 and Security 
Category 2: Protect of the NIST CSF which contains the PR. IP-4: Backups of information are conducted, maintained, and 
tested subcategory. 

B.2  

Table B.2: Correspondence between controls in ISO/IEC 27002:2022 and controls in ISO/IEC 27002:2013 

 
ISO/IEC 27002:2022 
Control identifier 

ISO/IEC 27002:2013 
control identifier 

Control name 

5.1 05.1.1, 05.1.2 Policies for information security 
5.2 06.1.1 Information security roles and responsibilities 
5.3 06.1.2 Segregation of duties 
5.4 07.2.1 Management responsibilities 
5.5 06.1.3 Contact with authorities 
5.6 06.1.4 Contact with special interest groups 
5.7 New Threat intelligence 
5.8 06.1.5, 14.1.1 Information security in project management 
5.9 08.1.1, 08.1.2 Inventory of information and other associated assets 
5.10 08.1.3, 08.2.3 Acceptable use of information and other associated assets 
5.11 08.1.4 Return of assets 
5.12 08.2.1 Classification of information 
5.13 08.2.2 Labelling of information 
5.14 13.2.1, 13.2.2, 13.2.3 Information transfer 
5.15 09.1.1, 09.1.2 Access control 
5.16 09.2.1 Identity management 
5.17 09.2.4, 09.3.1, 09.4.3 Authentication information 
5.18 09.2.2, 09.2.5, 09.2.6 Access rights 
5.19 15.1.1 Information security in supplier relationships 
5.20 15.1.2 Addressing information security within supplier agreements 
5.21 15.1.3 Managing information security in the ICT supply chain 
5.22 15.2.1, 15.2.2 Monitoring, review and change management of supplier services 
5.23 New Information security for use of cloud services 
5.24 16.1.1 Information security incident management planning and preparation 
5.25 16.1.4 Assessment and decision on information security events 
5.26 16.1.5 Response to information security incidents 
5.27 16.1.6 Learning from information security incidents 
5.28 16.1.7 Collection of evidence 
5.29 17.1.1, 17.1.2, 17.1.3 Information security during disruption 
5.30 New ICT readiness for business continuity 
5.31 18.1.1, 18.1.5 Legal, statutory, regulatory, and contractual requirements 
5.32 18.1.2 Intellectual property rights 
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ISO/IEC 27002:2022 
Control identifier 

ISO/IEC 27002:2013 
control identifier 

Control name 

5.33 18.1.3 Protection of records 
5.34 18.1.4 Privacy and protection of PII 
5.35 18.2.1 Independent review of information security 
5.36 18.2.2, 18.2.3 Compliance with policies, rules, and standards for information security 
5.37 12.1.1 Documented operating procedures 
6.1 07.1.1 Screening 
6.2 07.1.2 Terms and conditions of employment 
6.3 07.2.2 Information security awareness, education, and training 
6.4 07.2.3 Disciplinary process 
6.5 07.3.1 Responsibilities after termination or change of employment 
6.6 13.2.4 Confidentiality or non-disclosure agreements 
6.7 06.2.2 Remote working 
6.8 16.1.2, 16.1.3 Information security event reporting 
7.1 11.1.1 Physical security perimeters 
7.2 11.1.2, 11.1.6 Physical entry 
7.3 11.1.3 Securing offices, rooms, and facilities 
7.4 New Physical security monitoring 
7.5 11.1.4 Protecting against physical and environmental threats 
7.6 11.1.5 Working in secure areas 
7.7 11.2.9 Clear desk and clear screen 
7.8 11.2.1 Equipment siting and protection 
7.9 11.2.6 Security of assets off-premises 
7.10 08.3.1, 08.3.2, 08.3.3, 

11.2.5 
Storage media 

7.11 11.2.2 Supporting utilities 
7.12 11.2.3 Cabling security 
7.13 11.2.4 Equipment maintenance 
7.14 11.2.7 Secure disposal or re-use of equipment 
8.1 06.2.1, 11.2.8 User endpoint devices 
8.2 09.2.3 Privileged access rights 
8.3 09.4.1 Information access restriction 
8.4 09.4.5 Access to source code 
8.5 09.4.2 Secure authentication 
8.6 12.1.3 Capacity management 
8.7 12.2.1 Protection against malware 
8.8 12.6.1, 18.2.3 Management of technical vulnerabilities 
8.9 New Configuration management 
8.10 New Information deletion 
8.11 New Data masking 
8.12 New Data leakage prevention 
8.13 12.3.1 Information backup 
8.14 17.2.1 Redundancy of information processing facilities 
8.15 12.4.1, 12.4.2, 12.4.3 Logging 
8.16 New Monitoring activities 
8.17 12.4.4 Clock synchronization 
8.18 09.4.4 Use of privileged utility programs 
8.19 12.5.1, 12.6.2 Installation of software on operational systems 
8.20 13.1.1 Networks security 
8.21 13.1.2 Security of network services 
8.22 13.1.3 Segregation of networks 
8.23 New Web filtering 
8.24 10.1.1, 10.1.2 Use of cryptography 
8.25 14.2.1 Secure development life cycle 
8.26 14.1.2, 14.1.3 Application security requirements 
8.27 14.2.5 Secure system architecture and engineering principles 
8.28 New Secure coding 
8.29 14.2.8, 14.2.9 Security testing in development and acceptance 
8.30 14.2.7 Outsourced development 
8.31 12.1.4, 14.2.6 Separation of development, test and production environments 
8.32 12.1.2, 14.2.2, 14.2.3, 

14.2.4 
Change management 

8.33 14.3.1 Test information 
8.34 12.7.1 Protection of information systems during audit testing 
8.31 12.1.4, 14.2.6 Separation of development, test, and production environments 

 
Source: [119] (hp://www.itref.ir/uploads/editor/d3d149.pdf ) 

*New applies to controls that are new to ISO 27001:2022 and were not available in the ISO 27001:2013 version. 

 

http://www.itref.ir/uploads/editor/d3d149.pdf
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C.1   

Table C.1 Full mapping of forms with UK Cyber Essentials 

                                                                                                                                                   Technical Control emes TC eme 1 TC eme 2 TC 
eme 3 

TC 
eme 4 

TC 
eme 5 

        1 1 1 1 1 
Form 
ID Insurer Year Country           

PF1 360 Underwriting Solutions May-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF2 Absolute Insurance Brokers Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF3 AIG Jun-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF4 Allianz Dec-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF5 Ascent Mar-20 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF6 Aust Brokers Corporate Cyber Insurance Mar-21 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF7 Aust Brokers SME Cyber Insurance Nov-17 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF8 Berkley Insurance Company Mar-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF9 Brooklyn Underwriting Jan-20 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF10 CFC Underwriting Limited Mar-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF11 CHUBB Jun-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF12 DUAL Aug-20 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF13 Emergence Apr-20 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF14 Global Re Broking Solutions Ltd Jan-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF15 Great American Insurance Group May-18 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF16 Hiscox Insurance Mar-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF17 Liberty Specialty Markets Sep-17 Australia 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF18 London Australia Underwriting May-20 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF19 MPR Underwriting (Crime & Cyber Crime Insurance) Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF20 MPR Underwriting (Cyber Incident Response and Insurance) Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF21 At-Bay Feb-20 United States 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF22 Marsh Mar-19 Australia 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF23 MFL Professional Insurance Brokers Mar-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF24 Miller Jul-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF25 NIG May-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF26 NMU Jul-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF27 OBF Insurance Group Ltd. Oct-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF28 ProRisk Aug-19 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF29 QBE Insurance May-16 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF30 Routen Chaplin May-17 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF31 Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance Mar-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF32 SURA TECHNOLOGY RISKS May-20 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF33 TDC Specialty Insurance Company Nov-17 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF34 TK SPECIALTY RISKS PTY LTD Aug-19 Australia 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF35 Tokio Marine HCC Mar-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF36 Travelers Insurance Company Limited Jan-19 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF37 AmTrust Financial Services Sep-16 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF38 AXIS Insurance Oct-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF39 Beazley Insurance Company Inc. Nov-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
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PF40 Corvus Insurance Mar-21 United States 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF41 G & M International May-18 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF42 HSB Mar-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF43 Tokio Marine HCC Jan-21 United States 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF44 Ando insurance Oct-21 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF45 Travelers Insurance Company Limited May-20 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF46 BGi.uk Jul-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF47 Professional Insurance Agents Ltd Apr-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF48 Optimum Specialty Risks Apr-21 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF49 Axis Capital Nov-21 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF50 Apex Insurance Brokers Dec-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF51 Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company Jun-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF52 e Hanover Insurance Group, Inc. Feb-17 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF53  United States Liability Insurance Company Dec-21 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF54 CFC Underwriting Limited (for SMES) Sep-17 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF55 ATC Insurance Solutions Pty Ltd Dec-22 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF56 Nova Casualty Company Apr-18 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF57 Cowbell Cyber Inc Feb-23 United States 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF58 Biz Lock Dec-21 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF59 Corvus Insurance Jan-23 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF60 e Hartford May-22 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF61 Beazley Insurance (BREACH RESPONSE) Feb-23 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF62 Distinguished Programs Apr-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF63 Arch Insurance Company Sep-18 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF64 CM&F Group Oct-19 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF65 CRC Insurance Apr-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF66 Biz Lock Dec-21 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF67 e Doctors Company Aug-17 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF68 Beazley Insurance (Beazley InfoSec) Jun-18 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑                   
   Colour Coding           

   🌕🌕 Does not contain any control 11 21 27 14 18 

   🌑🌑 Contains all controls 57 47 41 54 50 
     
   Total Forms 68 68 68 68 68 
   Percentage of forms not containing controls 16% 31% 40% 21% 26% 
   Percentage of forms containing controls 84% 69% 60% 79% 74% 
   Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Table C.2 Full mapping of forms with ISO 27001 

        ISO 27001:2013 
   

  S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 
   Security Control Categories 1 2 3 3 4 1 2 7 2 3 2 1 2 2 
Form 
ID Insurer Year Country                             

PF1 360 Underwriting Solutions May-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF2 Absolute Insurance Brokers Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF3 AIG Jun-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF4 Allianz Nov-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF5 Ascent Aug-16 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF6 Aust Brokers Corporate Cyber Insurance Mar-21 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF7 Aust Brokers SME Cyber Insurance Nov-17 Australia 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF8 Berkley Insurance Mar-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF9 Brooklyn Underwriting Jan-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF10 CFC Underwriting Jun-20 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF11 CHUBB Jun-17 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF12 DUAL Aug-20 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF13 Emergence Apr-20 Australia 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF14 Global Re Broking Solutions Ltd Jan-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF15 Great American Insurance Group May-18 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF16 Hiscox Insurance Mar-19 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF17 Liberty Specialty Markets Sep-17 Australia 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF18 London Australia Underwriting May-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 

PF19 
MPR Underwriting (Crime & Cyber Crime 
Insurance) Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 

PF20 
MPR Underwriting (Cyber Incident Response and 
Insurance) Mar-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 

PF21 At-Bay Feb-20 United States 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF22 Marsh May-20 Australia 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF23 MFL Professional Insurance Brokers Mar-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF24 Miller Jul-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF25 NIG May-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF26 NMU Jul-17 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF27 OBF Insurance Oct-18 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF28 ProRisk Aug-19 Australia 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF29 QBE Insurance May-16 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF30 Routen Chaplin May-17 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF31 Royal & Sun Alliance (RSA) Insurance Mar-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF32 Sura Technology Risks May-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF33 TDC Specialty Underwriters Nov-17 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF34 TK Specialty Risks Aug-19 Australia 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF35 Tokio Marine HCC Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF36 Travelers Insurance Jan-19 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF37 AmTrust North America Sep-16 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF38 AXIS Insurance Oct-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF39 Beazley Insurance Nov-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
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PF40 Corvus Insurance Mar-21 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF41 G & M May-18 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF42 HSB Mar-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF43 Tokio Marine HCC Jan-21 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF44 Ando insurance Oct-21 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF45 Travelers Insurance Company Limited May-20 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF46 BGi.uk Jul-17 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF47 Professional Insurance Agents Ltd Apr-19 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF48 Optimum Speciality Risks Apr-21 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF49 Axis Capital Nov-21 United States 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 
PF50 Apex Insurance Brokers Dec-19 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 

PF51 
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance 
Company Jun-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 

PF52 e Hanover Insurance Group, Inc. Feb-17 United States 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF53  United States Liability Insurance Company Dec-21 United States 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF54 CFC Underwriting Limited (for SMES) Sep-17 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF55 ATC Insurance Solutions Pty Ltd Dec-22 Australia 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 
PF56 Nova Casualty Company Apr-18 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF57 Cowbell Cyber Inc Feb-23 United States 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 
PF58 Biz Lock Dec-21 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF59 Corvus Insurance Jan-23 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF60 e Hartford May-22 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF61 Beazley Insurance (BREACH RESPONSE) Feb-23 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 
PF62 Distinguished Programs Apr-20 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF63 Arch Insurance Company Sep-18 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF64 CM&F Group Oct-19 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF65 CRC Insurance Apr-19 United Kingdom 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF66 Biz Lock Dec-21 United States 🌕🌕 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF67 e Doctors Company Aug-17 United States 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF68 Beazley Insurance (Beazley InfoSec) Jun-18 United States 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌑🌑                                                       
  Colour Coding                

  🌕🌕 Does not contain   34 15 23 22 17 13 58 2 6 66 30 41 30 10 
  🌓🌓 Partially contains  0 25 40 44 51 0 7 66 42 2 26 0 27 26 
  🌑🌑 Contains all controls  34 28 5 2 0 55 3 0 20 0 12 27 11 32                  

  Total Forms   68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 
                 

  
Percentage of forms not 
containing all 50% 22% 34% 32% 25% 19% 85% 3% 9% 97% 44% 60% 44% 15% 

  
Percentage of forms partially 
containing 0% 37% 59% 65% 75% 0% 10% 97% 62% 3% 38% 0% 40% 38% 

  Percentage of forms containing all 50% 41% 7% 3% 0% 81% 4% 0% 29% 0% 18% 40% 16% 47% 

  
Total 

  
100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 

100
% 
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Table C.3 Full mapping of forms with NIST CSF 

                                                                                                                                                   Security Functions 
Function 
1 

Function 
2 

Function 
3 

Function 
4 

Function 
5 

        6 6 3 5 3 
Form 
ID Insurer Year Country           

PF1 360 Underwriting Solutions May-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF2 Absolute Insurance Brokers Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF3 AIG Jun-17 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF4 Allianz Nov-19 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF5 Ascent Aug-16 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF6 Aust Brokers Corporate Cyber Insurance Mar-21 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF7 Aust Brokers SME Cyber Insurance Nov-17 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF8 Berkley Insurance Mar-20 Australia 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF9 Brooklyn Underwriting Jan-20 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF10 CFC Underwriting Jun-20 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF11 CHUBB Jun-17 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF12 DUAL Aug-20 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF13 Emergence Apr-20 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF14 Global Re Broking Solutions Ltd Jan-18 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF15 Great American Insurance Group May-18 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF16 Hiscox Insurance Mar-19 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 
PF17 Liberty Specialty Markets Sep-17 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF18 London Australia Underwriting May-20 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF19 MPR Underwriting (Crime & Cyber Crime Insurance) Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF20 MPR Underwriting (Cyber Incident Response and Insurance) Mar-19 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF21 At-Bay Feb-20 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF22 Marsh May-20 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF23 MFL Professional Insurance Brokers Mar-17 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF24 Miller Jul-18 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 
PF25 NIG May-18 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF26 NMU Jul-17 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF27 OBF Insurance Oct-18 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF28 ProRisk Aug-19 Australia 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF29 QBE Insurance May-16 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF30 Routen Chaplin May-17 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF31 Royal & Sun Alliance (RSA) Insurance Mar-17 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF32 Sura Technology Risks May-20 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF33 TDC Specialty Underwriters Nov-17 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF34 TK Specialty Risks Aug-19 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF35 Tokio Marine HCC Mar-18 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF36 Travelers Insurance Jan-19 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF37 AmTrust North America Sep-16 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
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PF38 AXIS Insurance Oct-20 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF39 Beazley Insurance Nov-17 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF40 Corvus Insurance Mar-21 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF41 G & M May-18 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF42 HSB Mar-20 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF43 Tokio Marine HCC Jan-21 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF44 Ando insurance Oct-21 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF45 Travelers Insurance Company Limited May-20 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF46 BGi.uk Jul-17 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF47 Professional Insurance Agents Ltd Apr-19 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF48 Optimum Specialty Risks Apr-21 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF49 Axis Capital Nov-21 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌑🌑 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF50 Apex Insurance Brokers Dec-19 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF51 Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company Jun-20 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF52 e Hanover Insurance Group, Inc. Feb-17 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF53  United States Liability Insurance Company Dec-21 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF54 CFC Underwriting Limited (for SMES) Sep-17 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF55 ATC Insurance Solutions Pty Ltd Dec-22 Australia 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF56 Nova Casualty Company Apr-18 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF57 Cowbell Cyber Inc Feb-23 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 
PF58 Biz Lock Dec-21 United Kingdom 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF59 Corvus Insurance Jan-23 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF60 e Hartford May-22 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF61 Beazley Insurance (BREACH RESPONSE) Feb-23 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF62 Distinguished Programs Apr-20 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF63 Arch Insurance Company Sep-18 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF64 CM&F Group Oct-19 United States 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF65 CRC Insurance Apr-19 United Kingdom 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF66 Biz Lock Dec-21 United States 🌕🌕 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF67 e Doctors Company Aug-17 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕 
PF68 Beazley Insurance (Beazley InfoSec) Jun-18 United States 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌓🌓 🌕🌕 🌕🌕                   
   Colour Coding           

   🌕🌕 Does not contain any control 14 2 7 55 65 
   🌓🌓 Partially contains 54 66 60 13 3 

   🌑🌑 Contains all controls 0 0 1 0 0 
     
   Total Forms 68 68 68 68 68 
   Percentage of forms not containing all 21% 3% 10% 81% 96% 
   Percentage of forms partially containing 79% 97% 88% 19% 4% 
   Percentage of forms containing all 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 
   Total  100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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D.1  

Table D.1: The percentage of coverage of each Function of the NIST CSF based on forms from the US (n=26) and the 
entire data set (n=68). 

Coverage None Partial All 
Form origination US Rest of the 

World 
Variance US Rest of the 

World 
Variance US Rest of the 

World 
Variance 

Function 1: Identify 23% 21% 2% 77% 79% -2% 0% 0% 0% 
Function 2: Protect 8% 3% 5% 92% 97% -5% 0% 0% 0% 
Function 3: Detect 15% 10% 5% 81% 88% -7% 4% 1% -3% 
Function 4: Respond 85% 81% 4% 15% 19% -4% 0% 0% 0% 
Function 5: Recover 100% 96% 4% 0% 4% -4% 0% 0% 0% 

 

 


